ACADEMIC INTEGRITY (5)
Maddie Fox SOCY, chair
Colleen Bradley-Sanders LIBR
Dorothy Neave-DiToro SCAS
Michael Rawson HIST
vacant

ADMISSIONS (4)
Karl Steel ENGL, chair
Akiko Fuse SCAS
Miriam Lefkowitz ACCT
Michael Mandel CISC

CAMPUS PLANNING (4)
Louise Hainline PSYC, chair
Juergen Polle BIOL
Alberto Bursztyn SPCL
Charles Haine FILM

COLLEGE INTEGRITY (3+2 ex officio)
Yedidyah Langsam CISC, ex officio
Maria Perez y Gonzalez PRLS, ex officio
Florence Rubinson SPCL
Jane Cramer LIBR
Maria Contel CHEM

COMPUTER UTILIZATION & EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (4)
Jane Palmquist MUSC, chair
Lee Ann Fullington LIBR
Emilio Gallicchio CHEM
Nicolas Giovambattista PHYS

COURSE & STANDING (5)
Stuart MacLelland TVRA, chair
John Marra EESC
Myles Bassell BUSN
vacant
vacant

CURRICULUM, GRADUATE (5)
vacant, chair
Dan Kurylo PSYC
MJ Robinson TVRA
Wen-Song Hwu CBSE
Paula Massood FILM
CURRICULUM, UNDERGRADUATE (5)
Doug Cohen MUSC, chair
William Childers MLAN
Wayne Powell EESC
Diogo Pinheiro MATH
Dena Shottenkirk PHIL

FACULTY-STUDENT DISCIPLINE (6)
Natalie Schaeffer SCAS
Michael Cloud ARTD
Douglas Schwab ARTD
Lawrence Johnson SOCY
David Brodsky JUST
vacant

GENERAL EDUCATION (7)
Ken Estey POLS, chair
Irene Sosa TVRA
Joann Mathias CHEM
Scott Dexter CISC
Jennifer Sass-Brown SCAS
vacant
vacant

GRADUATE ADMISSIONS & STANDARDS (5)
vacant, chair
Aneta Nieszawska CHEM
Charles Edwards SPCL
Douglas Geers MUSC
Laraine McDonough PSYC

HONORARY DEGREES (4)
Jeremy Porter SOCY, chair
Miriam Gerstein ACCT
Christopher Warren HIST
Kiyoka Koizumi HNSC

HONORS, CITATIONS, AWARDS (5)
Matthew Harrick LIBR, chair
Diana Pan SOCY
Audrey Hazamy SCAS
Mariana Torrente CHEM
Robert Shapiro JUST

INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS (4)
vacant, chair
Eva Cogan CISC
Zoya Khalfin HNSC
Ken Gould SOCY
vacant
LIBRARY (4)
Ben Carp HIST, chair
Chia-ju Chang MLAN
Devorah Kletenik CISC
Sharon Beaumont Bowman SCAS

MASTER PLANNING, EDUCATION POLICY & BUDGET (6)
Paula Whitlock CISC, chair
Laurel Cooley MATH
Susan Longtin SCAS
Alma Rubal-Lopez CBSE
Mobina Hashmi TVRA
Konstantinos Alexakos SEED

RESEARCH (4)
Greg Smithsimon SOCY, chair
Terry Dowd CHEM
Seungho Baek FINA
Rebecca Levitan CISC

REVIEW OF PROGRAMS (4)
David Grubbs MUSC, chair
John Anderson TVRA
Bernardita Llanos MLAN
Jon Nissenbaum ENGL

REVIEW OF STUDENT RECORDS (4)
Allan Amanik JUST, chair
Jason Moore TVRA
vacant
vacant

STUDENT ADVISEMENT (4)
vacant, chair
Guillermo Gerona-Navarro CHEM
Jessica Siegel ENGL
Mariana Regalado LIBR
COMMITTEES (6)
Tim Shortell (SOCY – 12/19), chair (12/17)
Graciela Elizalde-Utnik (SPCL – 12/19)
Bill Gargan (LIBR – 12/17)
Frank Grasso (PSYC – 12/17)
Sharona Levy (SCAS – 12/18)
Kara Andersen (FILM – 12/18)

STEERING (5)
Bill Gargan (LIBR – 10/18)
Maria Perez y Gonzalez (PRLS – 10/18) / Alan Aja PRLS, acting 9/16-6/17
Martha Nadell (ENGL – 10/18) – Secretary / Sharona Levy SCAS, acting 9/16-6/17
Tim Shortell (SOCY – 12/17) – CoC Chair
Yedidyah Langsam (CISC – 10/18) – Chair
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